This drawing is the property of Garner Industries. It is issued in confidence on the condition that it is to be returned on request and that it is not to be copied or reproduced in any way, or used in the manufacture of the subject matter thereof without the written consent of Garner Industries.

Dimensions are in inches unless noted otherwise.

**TITLE:** MTG DIM, PROCAP, UNSHIELDED, TEFLOM COATED, P92 BENDABLE PROBE

**Model No.:** PROCAP I
**P/N:** 730-5054
**DWG No.:** 418-0259

**Model No.:** PROCAP II
**P/N:** 730-5053

Scale 0.333

Scale 0.500

3/4-14 NPT CONDUIT THREADS

1 1/4-11 1/2 NPT THREADS

3/4-14 NPT THREADS

5/8-18 NPT THREADS

5/8 BENDABLE PROBE W/ TEFLOM SLEEVE
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